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It’s important to see technology as an enabler to optimize business
processes and reduce the stress and burdens of business ownership
and organization management.
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Dominick V. Bellia, CPA, CITP, tactfully combines his business acumen and
technology insight to ensure client organizations achieve even the most
complex goals, understanding the intricacies and interconnectedness of both
business and technology. With joint analytical and advisory capabilities, in
addition to a keen sense of strategy and tactics, Dominick has worked
extensively with organizations in the not-for-profit, professional services,
healthcare and construction sectors for more than 20 years.

Dominick seamlessly incorporates his background in technology to develop
efficient exchanges of digital information, regardless of where the client
physically operates, as a partner and director of Councilor, Buchanan &
Mitchell (CBM)’s client accounting and advisory services (CAAS).

In addition to providing clients with tax, accounting and financial reporting
services, he has solidified his reputation as a leading collaborator and master
of high-level planning and strategy within the accounting profession.

Before spearheading and leading CBM’s CAAS services, Dominick guided a
prominent firm on the Eastern Shore of Maryland away from paper-based
methods to cloud-based solutions, resulting in more efficient and effective
processes, enhanced customer service, and increased client interactions. To
bring similar benefits to CBM and the firm’s clients, Dominick designed CAAS
with a full spectrum of targeted and proactive service offerings aimed at helping
clients outsource their accounting functions while avoiding outdated systems
and skillsets. 

In addition to being a certified public accountant, Dominick is a certified
information technology professional, a designation sponsored by the American
Institute of CPAs. This combination has led him to view technology as a tool to
optimize business processes and reduce the unnecessary stress and burdens
that business owners and managers often endure. 

Consistent with his desire to continually enrich his professional knowledge,
Dominick enjoys traveling to new places to gain historical understandings of
cultures worldwide. When looking for a more tranquil experience, he enjoys
taking a tropical holiday or listening to an engaging nonfiction or historical
audiobook. 
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Professional Associations and Activities
American Society of Association Executives (Member)

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) (Member)

Maryland Association of CPAs (Member)

Recent Presentations and Articles 
Developing and Delivering Consulting Services

Forms 1099-NEC 

Pricing Strategies

Looking to 2021 – Tax Law Changes Under a New Administration
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Read more about Dominick V. Bellia at www.cbmcpa.com/people/dominick-v-bellia/.
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